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This is a comprehensive notation for all Maps contained in the Adopted King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Local Plan November 1998.
The notation relates to policies in the Written Statement which also contains general policies relating to the area covered by the Maps.
Proposals Maps Amendments (Based on the Borough Wide Local Plan Proposals Maps)

Notes to Accompany Proposals Maps, Legend

Notes 1
Policy CS07 refers to coastal areas "coastal areas" therefore retained pending definition. Retained for consideration within SSA&P DPD

Note 2
Policy CS11 refers to providing and improving safe routes for pedestrians and cyclists therefore retained pending definition. Retained for consideration within SSA&P DPD

Note 3
Local Plan specific sites indicated in the Proposals Map where the policy wording is not carried forward yet the extent of land continues to be affected by similar strategies and is to be considered in more detail within the Site Allocations and Policies Development Plan Document.